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A quick show of hands
1. Experience with networks:
A. None
B. From popular media or general talk
C. Read textbook/papers or did a course

2. Experience coding
A.
B.

Network science in biology
measuring, visualizing and modelling real world
complex networks

Yes (matlab?)
No

3. Experience reading scientific papers
A.
B.

Yes
No

Petra Vertes

Overview of topics

1.

1. What is a network? – examples from social and
biological sciences.
2. Constructing and representing complex
networks.
3. Topological properties of networks – how to
measure them and why they matter?

What is a Network?

4. Network analysis in biological sciences – six
examples
5. Generative modelling of networks – why and
how?
6. Getting hold of data and code – tools and
resources for network analysis

1736 - The birth of graph theory
(Euler)

1736 - The birth of
graph theory (Euler)
Seven bridges of Königsberg – can we cross all
bridges exactly once?
Euler was able to reformulate this question by
representing each land mass by an abstract
node and each bridge by a link.
This reveals that the desired path can only exist
if the number of nodes with odd degree is zero
(if start/end are the same) or two (if start/end
are not the same), because for all other nodes
need to arrive/leave through different edge.
Not the case here, so answer is: NO

Seven bridges of Königsberg – can we cross all bridges exactly once?
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Example 1: Social Network
Nodes: People
Links: Social tie (defined as…)
Node Attributes:
• Location
• Gender
• Age
• Religion
• Political views
• Hobbies
Edge Attributes:
• Type of communication
• Direction of link
• Weight of link

Example 1: Farmingham Heart
Study
Nodes: 12,067 subjects in a long-running
federal study in the USA.
Links:
• friendship
• marriage
• kinship
Node Attributes:
32 years of medical records, including:
• body weight
• smoking habits
• mood
• genetics
Have data over time (32 years)

Example 2: Actors’ Network
Projection of bipartite network.
Nodes: actors
Edges: acted in same film
Node Attributes:
• Age
• Gender
• Individual awards
Edge Attributes:
• Film awards
• Success of film
• Language of film

Christakis and Fowler:
Are friends genetically close? Are obesity, happiness and smoking ‘contagious’?

Example 3: Neural Network (I)

Example 4: Neural Network (II)
In C.elegans (only):
Nodes: known

Nodes: Neurons

Edges: known

Edges: Synaptic connections
(neurotransmitter release)

Node Attributes:
• Location
• Type (motor/sensory/interneuron)
• Birth time
Edge Attributes:
• Synapse or Gap junction
• Strength & direction
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Example 5: Structural Brain
Networks

Example 6: Functional Brain
Networks
Nodes: Brain regions

Nodes: Brain regions (in grey
matter)
Links:
• White matter connections

Links:
• Functional connections
(correlation in activity)

Node Attributes:
• Location
• Function
• Metabolic cost

Node Attributes:
• Location
• Function
• Metabolic cost

Edge Attributes:
• Weight of connections

Edge Attributes:
• Weight of connections

2.
Can you think of other
examples?
v
(we will cover several other biological networks later in the course)

Data Collection

Constructing and Representing
Complex Networks

Data Collection 2.0
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Representing a network

Representing a network
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Force-directed graph drawing
•

Class of algorithms for positioning the nodes of a graph
in 2D or 3D space to produce clear network
visualizations.

•

Spring-like attractive forces based on Hooke's law are
used to attract pairs of endpoints of the graph's edges
towards each other.

•

Repulsive forces like those of electrically charged
particles based on Coulomb's law are used to separate
all pairs of nodes.

•

Forces may be defined using functions that are not
based on the physical behavior of springs and particles.

•

The algorithms simulate the motion of nodes until
equilibrium is reached under these forces (state of
minimum energy). Other methods search more directly
for energy minima (e.g:simulated annealing).

Adjacency matrix elements aij
Undirected, unwieghted networks have a symmetric
adjacency matrix with binary values aij = aji.

Adjacency matrix

Weighted networks
In a weighted network a real number is attached to each
edge, so that we obtain an adjacency matrix, usually
denoted as wij.

Directed Networks
Directed networks in general have asymmetric aij
(which may be binary or weighted) .

!
!
!
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Weights and directionality
increase complexity
Number of nodes N, number of edges E

Thresholding and Binarizing
Weighted, Undirected
threshold

Undirected networks: E ≤ N(N-1)/2
Directed networks: E ≤ N(N-1) (double!)

Weighted, Undirected

binarize

Unweighted, Undirected

Much more complex topology.

3.

Network Measures
(and why they matter)

Campaign Tactics

The pattern of Twitter activity generated by an
artificial ‘movement’ differs from more
spontaneous Twitter traffic:
“Just looking at the structure of the network and
how the information propagates, we have
information about the nature of the message”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Degree
Clustering
Path Length
Betweenness Centrality
Modularity
Motifs

Grassroots or Astroturf?

Menczer 2010, Election season.

Comparing Networks
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3.

Comparing Networks
benchmark

3/54 edges rewired

Network Measures
(and why they matter)

4/54 edges rewired

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How do we find the degree of
each node from the adjacency
matrix?

Degree (k) of a node
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Degree
Clustering
Path Length
Betweenness Centrality
Modularity
Motifs
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Towlson et al. • C. elegans Neuronal Connectome

J. Neurosci., April 10, 2013 • 33(15):6380 – 6387 • 6381

nodes were connected to each other efficiently by white matter
tracts traversing greater anatomical distances, on average, than
the tracts connecting more peripheral nodes (van den Heuvel and
Sporns, 2011). Therefore, the human brain rich club putatively
confers high value for high physical connection cost.
We aimed to test the hypothesis that rich club organization of
the cellular connectome of C. elegans conforms to similar economical constraints—a trade-off between adaptive value and
physical cost—as the rich club Towlson
of human
anatomical
netet al. • C.brain
elegans Neuronal
Connectome
works. The motivating idea was that general principles of brain
network organization may emerge invariantly across scales of
nodes were
connected
anatomical space and across different
animal
species. to each other efficiently by white matter

Degree Distribution
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Hubs in the C elegans nervous
system

J. Neurosci., April 10, 2013 • 33(15):6380 – 6387 • 6381

tracts traversing greater anatomical distances, on average, than

Materials and Methods the tracts connecting more peripheral nodes (van den Heuvel and

Barabasi & Albert (1999) Science

C. elegans nervous system. The dataset
used to2011).
describeTherefore,
the hermaphrodite
Sporns,
the human brain rich club putatively
C. elegans neuronal network (Varshney
al., 2011)
N!
279 connection cost.
confersethigh
valuedetails
for high
physical
neurons (the 282 nonpharyngeal neurons excluding VC6 and CANL/R,
We
aimed
to
test
the
hypothesis
which are missing connectivity data) and M ! 2287 synaptic connec- that rich club organization of
Network
the cellular
connectome
of by
C. 2D
elegans conforms to similar ecotions, with the relativeRandom
physical locations
of the neurons
described
coordinates. An undirected binary form
of theconstraints—a
network was usedtrade-off
to char- between adaptive value and
nomical
acterize rich club topology. For motif
analysis,
we
used
a
directed
binary
physical cost—as the rich club of human brain anatomical netgraph, as detailed below. In addition, neuronal birth times (Varier and
works.
The
motivating
was that general principles of brain
Kaiser, 2011) were compared with key
points
in the
life cycle ofidea
C. elegans
network
organization
allowed to develop normally at 22°C
(Hall and
Altun, 2008).may emerge invariantly across scales of
Rich club coefficient. To quantify the
rich club effect,
each
anatomical
space the
anddegree
acrossofdifferent
animal species.
node in the network (i.e., the number of other nodes it is connected to)
• Most nodes have few connections, a few nodes have >80 links
Figure
1. Richhubs
club of the
elegans
a, The
blueare
curveheavily
illustrateslinked
the rich club
must first be calculated and all nodes with degree ! k removed. The rich
• These
areC. in
thenervous
head system.
and tail
and
to each other, forming a rich club
Materials
and
Methods
coefficient
"(k)
for the of
C. elegans
neuronal
networkbackward
and the red curve
is aforward
randomizedmovement
rich club
club coefficient for the remaining subgraph, "(k), is then the ratio of the
• This
group
neurons
controls
and
(command interneurons)
"
(k),evolution,
generated
bythe
averaging
theonly
rich club
coefficients
of 1000 once
randomthe
graphs
at of these elite neurons is born
C. elegans
nervous
system.beThe
datasetifused curve,
to•describe
hermaphrodite
randomthe
number of existing connections to the
number
that would
expected
During
worm
begins
to twitch
last
each
value
of
k.
The
green
curve
is
the
normalized
coefficient.
Error
bars
on
the
"
(k)
and
C.
elegans
network
(Varshney et al., 2011) details N ! 279
random
the subgraph was fullyScale-free
connected and
formallyneuronal
is given by
the following
Network
Towlson et al., J. Neurosci. 33, 6380 (2013).
are 1and
$ of the
random graphs. "(k) % "random(k) ' 1$ over the range 35 !
norm(k) curves
equation (Zhou and Mondragon, 2004;
Colizza
2006):
neurons
(the et
282al.,nonpharyngeal
neurons"excluding
VC6
CANL/R,
! 73,
that thisconnecis the rich club regime (highlighted in lightest gray). The more
which are missing connectivity data) andk M
! indicating
2287 synaptic
conservatively defined rich clubs of "(k) % "random(k) ' 2$ and "(k) % "random(k) ' 3$
2Mwith
%k the relative physical locations of
tions,
the
neurons
described
by
2D
"#k$ "
shaded darker grey (Table 1). b, A purely topological view of the rich club network. Nodes in
N %k
# N %k # 1An
$ undirected binary form ofare
coordinates.
the network
used
to charyellow
are locatedwas
in the
tail and
those in red are located in the head. c, The rich club is shown in
acterize
club%topology.
motif analysis,
we used
directed
the context
of theawhole
body ofbinary
the animal. It only has components in the head and tail, which
where N%k is the number of nodes
with rich
degree
k and MFor
%k is the
graph,
as
detailed
below.
In
addition,
neuronal
birth
times
(Varier
andand PVCL/R (tail, right) and the subset AVAL/R, AVBL/R,
are
enlarged
to
show
the
subset
DVA
number of edges between them. The computation of "(k) for all values of
2011)
were
compared
in the
cycle(head,
of C.left).
elegans
AVDL/R,
andlife
AVEL/R
Only synaptic connections between rich club neurons are
k in the network of interest yields aKaiser,
rich club
curve
(Fig.
1a). with key points
allowed
to develop
normally
22°C (Hallshown.
and Altun, 2008).
However, the higher-degree nodes
in a network
have
a higheratprobability of sharing connections with each
other
by chance,
so even
Rich
clubsimply
coefficient.
To quantify
the rich club effect, the degree of each
random networks generate increasing
rich
coefficients
a function
node
inclub
the network
(i.e.,asthe
number of other nodes it is connected to)
of increasing degree threshold, k. To
control
this effect,and
the all
rich
clubwith degree ! k removed. The rich
Figure1. RichcluboftheC.elegansnervoussystem.a,Thebluecurveillustratestherichclub
must
first for
be calculated
nodes
rich clubs by the more stringent criterion that "norm(k) % 1 ' 2$ and by
curve for C. elegans was normalized relative to the rich club curves of
coefficient "(k) for the C. elegans neuronal network and the red curve is a randomized rich club
club coefficient for the remaining subgraph,the"(k),
then conservative
the ratio of the
evenismore
criterion that "norm(k) % 1 ' 3$.
1000 comparable random networks. The random networks were genercurve, "To
(k), generated
by averaging the
rich club coefficients of 1000 random graphs at
random
number
of
existing
connections
to
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number
that
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be
expected
if
Connection
distance
and
path
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describe
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valuemetrics
of k. The green
curve is the The
normalized
work is
fully,
both
and topological
are required.
only coefficient. Error bars on the "random(k) and
the subgraph
was fully
connected
and formally
given
by physical
the following
tions on the original graph representing
the C. elegans
neuronal
network.
"norm(k) curves
are 1$which
of the random
graphs.
"(k) % "random(k) ' 1$ over the range 35 !
physical
metric
we
used
was
the
connection
distance,
is
the
Euclidequation
(Zhou
and
Mondragon,
2004;
Colizza
et
al.,
2006):
A double edge swap removes two randomly selected edges a-b and c-d
k ! 73, indicating
that this isneurons
the rich club
ean distance between somata of synaptically
connected
in regime
the (highlighted in lightest gray). The more
and replaces them with the edges a-c and b-d (assuming they do not
animal. Connection distance,
a physicaldefined
metric
conservatively
rich(in
clubsunits
of "(k)of%milli"random(k) ' 2$ and "(k) % "random(k) ' 3$
already exist, in which case a new edge pair must be selected). This per- 2Madult
%k
# k $ "and the
meters), provides a reasonable approximation
the(Table
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are shaded darkertogrey
1). b,connection
A purely topological view of the rich club network. Nodes in
mutation procedure ensures that the number of nodes and"edges,
N %k# N %kdistance,
# 1 $ or wiring cost, which is an
anatomical
theinsystem.
yellow
are located inproperty
the tail andofthose
red are located in the head. c, The rich club is shown in
degree distribution, of the nematode network are all conserved in the
also used a number of topological
metrics
quantify
theanimal.
connecrandom networks. The normalizedwhere
rich club
is thenofgiven
by withWe
the context
of the to
whole
body of the
It only has components in the head and tail, which
N%kcoefficient
is the number
nodes
degree % k and M%k subsections
is the
tome (see the following
Efficiencies, Betweenness Centrality,
the following equation:
are enlarged to show the subset DVA and PVCL/R (tail, right) and the subset AVAL/R, AVBL/R,
number of edges between them. The computation
of "(k)
all values
of
Modularity
andfor
Related
Topological
Roles, and Motifs). It is important
AVDL/R,
and
AVEL/R
(head,
left).
Only
synaptic
k in the
network
of
interest
yields
a
rich
club
curve
(Fig.
1a).
to note that we will use path length strictly to refer to a topological dis-connections between rich club neurons are
"#k$
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various measures, the most common of which are outlined below.
degree and degree-degree correlations

egree ki of a node i represents the number of its edges with non-zero weight.

ected networks, so-called in-degrees kin and out-degrees kout can be defined at

ertex, corresponding to the number of incoming and outgoing edges, respec-
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e correlations arise when the degrees of two adjacent nodes are not indepen-

The network is said to exhibit assortative mixing if high-degree nodes prefer-

y connect to each other and disassortative mixing in the opposite case. ER

s have no degree-degree correlations, but many real networks do. Social net-

are usually found to be assortatively mixed while biological and technological

Hubs
rks are usually disassortative.

ee distribution

and robustness to error
or attack

3.

Network Measures
(and why they matter)

egrees of all the nodes of a network form a degree distribution which is Gaussian

R networks. Scale-freeAsnetworks,
the other hand, are characterized by a
many as 80%on
of randomly
selected internet routers can

-law decay of their degree
distribution.
That
is, the fraction P (k) of nodes of
fail and
the remaining ones
will
k goes as P (k) ∝

still form a compact cluster
k −α for large values of k.
where a path exists between
any two nodes.

The parameter α is a constant

given network) whose value is typically in the range 2 < α < 3. This implies

Preferential removal of hubs,
istence of very high-degree
nodes,
hubs.
however,
quickly often
disrupts called
the

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

network.

nteresting property of many, but not all, scale-free networks is that they are
to the random removal of a large fraction of nodes, since the vast majority

Degree
Clustering
Path Length
Betweenness Centrality
Modularity
Motifs

es have small degree and the probability of a hub being aﬀected is small. On

her hand, targeted attacks on hubs can have catastrophic consequences for the

ctivity of the network [34].

ering coeﬃcient

egree of clustering in a network is measured by the clustering coeﬃcient Ci of

Path Length (or Efficiency)

des i. As shown in Figure 1.14,
this coeﬃcientCoefficient
is defined as theof
ratio
Clustering
a of the

er of crosslinks (links between the node’s neighbours) to the maximal possible

Node

er of such links. This measure can be written as:
Cii =
C

High
C

Low L

Li,j =

Links
‘friends’
2 × between
crosslinks

Shortest path between
nodes i and j

(kpossible
1)
Total
i )(ki −number

L1,2 = 1
L1,4 = 1
L1,12 = 4

Low
C

E=

3/54 edges rewired

1
1
#
N(N !1) i" j Li, j

Small- World Networks:
Why it is Fun to Surf the Web

Comparing Networks
benchmark

4/54 edges rewired

High C
L=2.83
C=0.90

L=4.00
C=0.87

High L

Low L

L=2.83
C=0.90
Watts & Strogatz (1998) Nature
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